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BUILD Insights is a quarterly newsletter produced by the Learning and
Knowledge Exchange team. It highlights the latest insights, trends, and stories
from UNICEF online communities

COMMUNITIES @ UNICEF: OUR 2018 COMMUNITY
SURVEY
Many thanks to those of you who took our 2018 survey, and especially to those who forwarded the link to the survey in their communities. Our
560 respondents represented all of the regions and job functions, with a surprisingly large number of respondents from the Programmes area
(33% of respondents). You can review the full results in this presentation, but we wanted to share with you a few of the highlights. Each of the
articles in this issue reference specific aspects of the survey results.

Value of Communities
Our 2017 Community Survey focused on Yammer users, but this year we wanted to understand the role – and importance in general – of
communities within UNICEF. 67% of respondents believe the greatest benefits of communities are enhancing knowledge exchange across
UNICEF to create a more connected organization. What do staff look for when they think about joining a community? They want to see active,
engaged communities with a clear purpose. (See Community Survey Highlights Community Value later in this issue of BUILD Insights for
more on this.)

Importance of Yammer
This year, as last, we needed to find out what real benefits Yammer use brings to staff who participate. We asked the important
reasons for using Yammer. 73% said that Yammer is very important for looking for solutions, suggestions, and ideas; knowledge
products, good practices, or information about resources that can help me do my job.
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To connect with like-minded people
To be able to help others
To find people I might not know are working on the same kinds of things
that I am
Learn about career opportunities or grow my skills
Share my work: knowledge products, good practices, or information about
resources others may need to do their jobs
Look for solutions, suggestions, and ideas: knowledge products, good
practices, or information about resources that can help me do my job
Share successes
To get specific answers to technical questions about tools I need to use to
get my work done
Publicize webinars and encourage interactions among participants after
webinars

Somewhat important

Very important

Challenges
Not everyone is a Yammer champion, of course, and we allowed several opportunities for respondents to give us honest feedback on how we can
do better.

NEXT
STEPS
Creating more visibility for the value and the
benefits of communities through communication,
successful case studies, newsletter, and other
channels
Enhanced communication to senior management
on why and how we should support communities
and collaboration
Improve analytics for community impact,
including introducing behavioral insights
Monthly analysis of Yammer Group Insights
Clean up the network, merge/remove inactive
groups
Support community managers to improve the
quality of the content through curation and
storytelling
Keep an eye out for examples of how communities
are using other tools and provide visibility via short
case studies

Through the Community
Playbook, scorecard and
maturity model,
build capacity of community
managers to enroll members
into the community and drive
productive engagement
Provide simple guidance
materials and tools
High level promotion of
Yammer Mobile App
Organize AMA(s) with senior
leaders on Yammer
Strategic one on one
coaching and support

COMMUNITY Engagement: Tip of the Month
If you use Facebook or Instagram at home, you’re probably familiar with the
“like” feature available on every friend’s messages, photos, and videos.
Social media encourages us to click a thumbs-up sign or a heart to provide
validation to our friends and family online, and to offer our sentiment about
what they have shared. Social media platforms want us to engage with our
human connections in a digital format, and giving us the opportunity to share
emotions through quick button clicks makes that possible.
Because clicking “like” feels like a very personal activity due its prominence
on public social media, understanding the appropriate use of the “like” button
on UNICEF’s Yammer network is important. In a strictly work context, the
“like” button has many applications, and its use should be actively
encouraged. The LKE Community Management team would like to alleviate
concerns about using the “like” button on Yammer, and offer suggestions for
its productive, appropriate usage.
1. Acknowledgement that you have read a post. The “like” button can be
used as if it were a check-box, showing the poster that you have read his
or her content. This is particularly helpful if a team member wants to

What a “Like” is NOT

ensure that everyone has access to the same information, but doesn’t

A common concern and barrier to clicking

want to email everyone to confirm.

“like” is the colloquial word itself as well
as the misconception that it is a personal

2. Saying “I agree!” When you agree with an opinion or position that is

reference. A “like” on Yammer does not

stated on Yammer by another person, you may not want to add to the

have any personal or social implications.

noise with extra comments. Liking a post signals that you also agree with

It does not convey sentiment about your

what the poster shared.

feelings for the original poster as a
person. Your “likes” are not used to

3. Giving thanks. When a staff member says thank you or congratulates a

gather information about your opinions or

job well-done to another person on Yammer, your added “like” is an echo

preferences. You can feel safe in

of their positive sentiment. It can also mean “thank you for sharing this” –

knowing that a “like” is a lightweight way

a simple sign of appreciation for the content that someone has shared.

to connect with content, but nothing
more.

The next step: moving to a comment
If a “like” isn’t your preferred way of connecting with other staff, that’s ok! The
other simple way of offering your input is by leaving a short, one sentence

comment. By commenting, you are using your own words and can control the
tone and sentiment of your language. Comments such as “thank you for
sharing this” or “this is fantastic work” clearly articulate the reason why you
are responding.

What do YOU think?
Share with us why you do – or don’t – use the “like”
button on Yammer to help others learn. Join this
conversation.

COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: Community Types
Communities bring together people who share common interests,

Community Type Definition

Example(s)

concerns, and goals; who agree to use the same tools to accomplish their

Thematic

Information seeking and
sharing hub for sectors,
practice groups, or
specializations

WASH
Children, climate,
environment
Gender Equality at
UNICEF

Community of
Practice (CoP)

Disciplined group set of
people who support each
other’s active learning in a
specific domain of
expertise, most likely
targeted at specific
outcomes.

CATS Connect
Knowledge Exchange

Community of
Interest (COI)

People interested in a
Innovation & Design
particular emerging topic
Thinking
not specifically related to a
job or task.

Functional
Business

Providing support for users VISION/InSight
of a specific internal
Digital Labs
business or reporting tools,
or for advice and
consultation on emerging
business requirements and
policies

Organizational

Internal communications
Supply Community
and interactions within a
ICT
specific organizational unit,
or for a work team

work; and who are improving their capacity to deliver results for children
by learning and working together. When you create a community, you are
starting from an intention -- a purpose for the community and some sense
of the value that the community will bring to members. To be successful in
designing the community in its interactions and in evaluating user
engagement, it is also important to think about the type of community.

In UNICEF, we have identified six core community types that differ in the
membership, goals, and engagement. When you identify a community
type, you set expectations for the value or impact that the community will
have on UNICEF’s work.
Some communities may have as core members practitioners and
additional members who visit, read, or interact only occasionally.

Are Some Types More Active Than Others?
We looked at all the posts and replies in Yammer groups between
February 18 and March 18 of this year and rank ordered the 22 groups
that had 20 or more posts during the 28-day period. The chart below
shows the number of communities of each type in the top 22.
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support a specific event or
emergency response
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How Might We Use this Data?
We are constantly looking for ways to enhance our support for

The top three were all Organizational communities: Supply, Information

community managers. One question that often comes up for new

and Communication Technology, and Strategic Operations Group. The

communities is what to expect in terms of content, activity, and

next two were a Functional (VISION) and a COP (Knowledge

membership. Understanding the differences among community types is

Exchange and Collaboration). Rounding out the top 10: the ECM Team

a first step. Next we plan to look at what characterizes different types of

(Organizational), All Company (COI), Gender Equality at UNICEF

community to improve our abilities to assessment and improve the

(Thematic), Digital Labs (Functional) and Better Together (COI).

Yammer experience for all of UNCEF staff.

OUTSIDE IN: OUTSIDE THE INBOX
Ten years ago last month, IBM consultant Luis Suarez declared “no

Sometimes Yammer Might Just Be Better

more email” and committed himself to eliminating email from his work
stream. How did he do that? By committing himself to use social software

Another advantage of using a group like Yammer is that resources,

to communicate with his colleagues – and teaching, coaching,

answers to questions, and event notices are available for all to see and

and enabling his colleagues and managers to be comfortable using the

archived and searchable. If interactions were limited to email exchanges

software tools. Over the course of the first 2 and a half years he was on

among a select set of people, those resources would languish in a

this course, Suarez reduced his email from 30 to 40 e-mails a day to an

selected set of email folders and not be accessible to people who were

average of just 17 per week. “Most of those,” he says, “are one-on-one

overlooked in setting up the email exchange, or who joined the

private conversations, for which e-mail is still probably the best tool for

organization after the exchange took place. The living conversations

anything sensitive or confidential."

persist and can be taken up again and again as new ideas and thoughts

A number of companies, acknowledging the stress that email overload

come to light. Good working out loud practices also minimize the use of

can have on their employees and also -- have taken the “no email”

and need for email. Working Out Loud was an Outside In topic in BUILD

challenge and work to ensure that communications channels fit the work

Insights #1.

and seeing gains in productivity and efficiency.
What does a day without email look like? Consultant Paul Lancaster
Our 2018 Community Survey results includes indicators that reflect that

has been promoting #noemail days since 2011. (The first was

UNICEF is still very much entrenched in email. A greater percent of staff

11/11/11, the second 12/12/12, and so on. The next one is this

use email lists than use Yammer to communicate to multiple audiences.

August, 18/18/18.) While it’s not exactly been a global phenomenon,

Seventy percent of mobile users indicated that they use their mobile

the idea of thinking about what other means you can use to

devices to open, read, and/or send email. And, while for many companies
a collaboration platform like Yammer opens the door to reducing email,
only 6% of Yammer users in the survey say that, as a result of using

communicate (“phone, SMS, face-to-face, social media, or
handwritten notes are fine”, he says), to start to think “Outside the
Inbox.”

Yammer, that they use email less.
Encouraging less, and more thoughtful use of email is not new to

Why does it matter? Why do we believe that less email and more

UNICEF, and we all need occasional reminders to think, before hitting

Yammer would be good for UNICEF’s staff? For one thing, a question

that send button, whether our message or question or contribution could

posed in Yammer can produce a response from someone completely
unknown to the one who asks the question. In a network like WASH In
Schools (WinS), which is a global network of specialists – only 40% of
whom are UNICEF staff -- who connect through a UNICEF-supported
Yammer group, email became problematic. As this network grew, the
central group coordinator became a bottleneck in the flow of information.
Someone in one country might ask a question and although the
coordinator knew someone who might have the answer, and could find
and relay the answer back, that did not support the free exchange of
ideas.

be made to a broader audience and reach people we don’t let know who
may surprise us with an amazing idea.
For more about getting yourself “outside the inbox” so you can be
more effective, see
•

Harvard Business Review: Some Companies are Banning Email
and Getting More done.

•

Why you should check email less often, and how to do it

AND: UNICEF’s PFP group has published a two-page Email
Etiquette Guide with useful tips and hints .

COMMUNITY MEASUREMENT AND GROWTH
Monitoring and evaluation is an important aspect of community health,

Your Yammer Audience is Larger Than You Think

and we remain committed to track our growth and progress. Last month,
we looked at all the Yammer messages posted during a 28-day period

In the early days of enterprise social networks (ESNs), the conventional

and compared these numbers with our past reports:

wisdom – backed by research – was the “90-9-1” rule, which posited that

among members of an online community, 1% of members actually create
14,000

content (post new messages), 9% of members edit (respond to or modify

12,000

posts) and the remaining 90% are the audience. The audience were

10,000

initially called “lurkers,” but over time many community managers began
to realize the importance of this group, and instead call them “listeners.”

8,000

Our community strategist, Carrie Basham Young, has been advocating

6,000

the importance of listeners for many years:

4,000

2,000

“the traditional definition fails to account for the strong possibility that
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an enterprise social network lurker will actually do something
productive, but unseen, with the information that she or he has read

Overall, we were able to determine that all messages were posted by 460

or found in a manner that does not involve the social network at

unique users. This does not include private messages – 56 people use

all…In fact, one of the most valuable ways to view lurkers is to

Yammer to engage in private conversations.

realize that they sometimes propagate the topics in an online
community to others who are not members of it, or use information

Increasing Engagement

or knowledge gained from an online community in their own
organizational activities.” [Socialcast Blog, 2012]

We’ve previously including “ask a question” on our lists of ways to
improve engagement and interaction in a Yammer group.

This month, we looked closely at Yammer Insights for clues about the

Researchers at SWOOP Analytics decided to see if this was really

listeners in our communities. What we found really surprised us. Looking

the case – that posts that asked questions really did garner more

at 28 days mid-February to mid-March, 1648 messages were posted.

responses and interactions.

The total number of times these messages were read was 80, 711.
Messages were liked a total of 2,983 times.

They analyzed 123,000 messages in four organizations looking
for question marks (?). They found consistently that 10% of the
postings contained questions. Posts that did not contain questions
received on average 1.8 to 2 responses. Posts with questions?
These received between 4.5 and 5.5 responses.
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See: The Power of a Question.
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And, #ICYMI, Yammer now reports, after each message, the number of
times that message has been seen.

HOW WE GROW!
Over the past six months,
overall engagement –
postings, likes, and simply
“reads” – on Yammer has
increased from a total of
4,251 in September to
5,695 this month. This
represents an increase of
almost 25%

COMMUNITY SURVEY 2018 HIGHLIGHTS THE VALUE
THAT COMMUNITIES BRING TO UNICEF
Our 2018 Community Survey respondents indicate that they believe that
there are important mission benefits from working in communities.
Ninety-six percent “Agree or somewhat agree” that communities
enhance knowledge exchange and expertise across boundaries. Other
community benefits endorsed by respondents:
• Help UNICEF become a more connected organization (96%)
• Generate new ideas and accelerate adoption of innovations and
work practices (90%)
• Strengthen collaboration across offices, departments, and units
(88%)
On the question “I have an example of how...” innovation, productivity
and a shift to a collaborative culture led the responses.

Among the 349 respondents to this question, nearly a third supplied
examples of how being part of a community has helped them in their
work.
Among these, more than half are staff who reported that they do not use Yammer: this is a strong indication that the culture of
community is well understood and appreciated in UNICEF, but not everyone has bought into online engagement as an integral part of
being in community.
So we have to ask, if communities provide such benefits, then what is lacking to bring more staff into the category of “engaged user” on
Yammer? Survey questions probed this question using both closed and open-ended queries. On the question, “How might UNICEF
communities become better at sharing and using knowledge to create value?” 67% of respondents selected “Invest in high-quality
content.” (See our Community Managers Tip this month for ways to do that.) But responses to two open-ended questions, one on ways
to improve Yammer and the other soliciting ways that LKE can improve its support for communities brought out a major underlying
theme: Those UNICEF staff who are using Yammer would like more of their colleagues to be using it, too. They experience the benefit

and believe the benefit to them and to UNICEF would be even greater if there was wider participation.
• “Help staff know more about communities and useful they are.”
• “Encourage all staff to use Yammer.”
• Encourage more colleagues to use it as a knowledge resource.
Some suggestions included access to online training, increased visibility and publication of success stories, and improvements to
facilitation and online curation of posts. The LKE team will be using the suggestions and insights from this survey to develop resources
to support our community managers and community members.
Contact: Paola Storchi, pstorchi@unicef.org

HOT TOPIC:
UNICEF IS MOBILE!
Our Community Survey this year asked specific
questions about mobile use. We wanted to
know how much of UNICEF is mobile, and how
those devices are used.

86%

Of 479 respondents said that they use an
iPhone, Android or other mobile device.

Of 479 respondents said that they use an iPhone,
Android or other mobile device. We also asked
how those devices are used, and we found that
only 2% of staff do NOT use their mobile devices to
access email.
So if we use our devices for email, why not for
Yammer? Among Yammer users who responded
to the survey, only 25% access the Yammer mobile
app. 27% said that they didn’t know that there was
one!
Come on, it’s easy – grab your phone and navigate
to https://www.yammer.com/unicef.org/#/home,
download the app today.

Thank you! As always, your thoughts, questions, and opinions are always welcome at
KnowledgeExchange@unicef.org
Visit our BUILD website where you can find key resources on Community management at UNICEF

